Differential magnification of rDNA gene types in bobbed mutants of Drosophila melanogaster.
In Drosophila melanogaster a partial loss of ribosomal genes leads to the bobbed phenotype. Magnification is a heritable increase in rDNA that may occur in males carrying a deleted X chromosome with a strong bobbed phenotype. The restriction patterns of X chromosome total rDNA, insertions and spacers from magnified bobbed strains were compared with those of the original bobbed mutations. It was found that magnification modifies restriction patterns and differentially affects gene types, increasing specific genes lacking insertions (INS-). Increases in copy number of genes with type I insertions are generally lower than the total number of INS- genes while type II insertion genes are not perceptibly increased. The recovery of homogeneous progeny from a single premagnified male indicates that the magnification event might take place and become stable very early in the germ line, arguing against magnification being due to extrachromosomal amplification. Additionally, some gene types increase 3.5-fold while others are eliminated, indicating that they could not result from a single unequal cross-over. These results are in good agreement with the existence of partial clustering of rDNA genes according to type, and suggest that magnification could result from local amplification of genes.